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ABSTRACT This paper tackles the problem of detecting incongruities between headlines and body text,
where a news headline is irrelevant or even in opposition to the information in its body. Our model,
called the graph-based hierarchical dual encoder (GHDE), utilizes a graph neural network to efficiently
learn the content similarity between news headlines and long body paragraphs. This paper also releases
a million-item-scale dataset of incongruity labels that can be used for training. The experimental results
show that the proposed graph-based neural network model outperforms previous state-of-the-art models
by a substantial margin (5.3%) on the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curve.
Real-world experiments on recent news articles confirm that the trained model successfully detects headline
incongruities. We discuss the implications of these findings for combating infodemics and news fatigue.

INDEX TERMS Graph neural network, headline incongruity, online misinformation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The volume of news content generated every day is surg-
ing [1]. In contrast to newspapers, which publish limited
content each day, publishing articles online incurs little cost.
Furthermore, some of these news articles (e.g., weather and
financial reports) are written by automated algorithms [2],
which further reduce the cost of news generation. To draw
traffic to news articles among the plethora of competitors,
some news media attempt to capture readers’ attention by
using news headlines unrelated to themain content. Suchmis-
matches can be extremely harmful in an online environment,
where readers usually skim headlines without consuming the
content of the news articles [3]. Thus, misleading headlines
potentially contribute to incorrect perceptions of events and
inhibit their dissemination [4].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Moayad Aloqaily .

This study aims to tackle the headline incongruity prob-
lem [5], which involves determining whether the news head-
lines are unrelated to or distinct from the main parts of the
full body text. Figure 1 illustrates an example in which based
solely on the headline, a reader might expect to learn spe-
cific information related to the novel coronavirus; however,
the body text contains an advertisement for a dietary supple-
ment. The challenge is that many individual users will not
notice the incongruity by simply reading the news headlines
because the body text is revealed only after a click. Content
incongruity is a growing problem that negatively impacts the
news reading experience.

Researchers have proposed several practical approaches
using deep learning to address the detection problem as a
binary classification (i.e., incongruent or not) by determin-
ing the ground truth based on manual annotation. A recent
method learns the characteristics of news headlines and body
text jointly via a neural network [6]. However, there are two
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FIGURE 1. An example of an incongruent headline problem and its graph
representation between the headline and body paragraphs. The red edge
in the graph describes the incongruence between paragraph 3 and other
texts.

critical challenges in these approaches. First, the existing
models focus on learning the relationship between a short
headline and lengthy body text that can reach thousands of
words, posing challenges to efficient neural network-based
learning due to the excessive lengths of news articles. Second,
the lack of a large-scale dataset makes it difficult to train deep
learning models, which have numerous parameters, to detect
headline incongruities.

This paper presents a new method to tackle the headline
incongruity problem: a graph-based hierarchical dual encoder
(GHDE) that captures the textual relationship between a news
headline and its body text of arbitrary size. It leverages the
hierarchical nature of news articles by embedding the text
content of the headline and body paragraphs as nodes. This
approach is used to construct a graph in which headline nodes
lie on one side and body paragraph nodes lie on the other.
Then, we connect undirected edges between these nodes. The
GHDE learns to compute edge weights between the headline
and paragraph nodes and assigns a higher edge weight to the
more relevant edges. Then, GHDE updates each node rep-
resentation by aggregating information from its neighboring
nodes. The iterative update process propagates the relevant
information in paragraph nodes to the headline node, which
is essential in determining content incongruities.

This work also presents a dataset generation method
and makes a million-item-scale dataset available for future
research. This dataset is currently the largest English dataset
compiled for the headline incongruity problem. From the cor-
pus of 7,127,692 English news articles published by 57media
outlets, our method iteratively matches two new stories to a
similar topic and then combines their body paragraphs to cre-
ate a synthetic news article with varying levels of incongruity.

The extensive experiments show that GHDE outperforms
existing incongruity-detection models by a substantial mar-
gin (5.3%) on the AUROC metric (an improvement from
0.879 to 0.926). A study on real-world articles was conducted
where crowdsourced workers were asked to annotate incon-
gruous labels from recent news posts; then, GHDE was used
to evaluate the incongruity. The results of this experiment

demonstrate that the proposed method can be applied to
incongruity detection in news articles in the wild. In fact,
GHDE can successfully detect incongruence between head-
lines and body text even for unseen topics, such as health
supplements for COVID-19, as demonstrated in Figure 1.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides a brief review of the literature on head-
line incongruity detection and using graph neural networks
with text. We propose an efficient automatic data gener-
ation method in Section III and introduce our newly cre-
ated million-item-scale dataset for research in this field.
In Section IV, we start by describing the baseline models
considered in this paper, including the previous state-of-the-
art neural network-based model and a recent BERT-based
model. Next, we introduce the proposed model in detail.
The experimental setup for model evaluation, a discussion of
the result achieved by the various approaches, and empirical
studies in the wild are presented in Section V. We con-
clude by discussing the implications of this study in the
context of fighting against infodemics and news fatigue
online. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper through a
discussion on the limitations of this study and possible
directions for future research on the news incongruence
detection problem. The code and the data are available
at https://github.com/minwhoo/detecting-incongruity-
gnn.

II. RELATED WORKS
A. MACHINE LEARNING FOR HEADLINE INCONGRUITY
Incongruity between news heading and body content is a
common type of misinformation on the Internet [7]. In dig-
ital environments, people are less likely to read full news
stories; they tend to only peruse the news headlines. Such
news reading habits aggravate the harm caused by mislead-
ing (incongruent) headlines [4]. Several machine learning
techniques have been proposed to tackle this challenge. The
main challenge is that this field of study still lacks large-scale
realistic datasets; consequently, many of the existing studies
relied on relatively small datasets of manually annotated data.
In terms of data complexity, the best-knownmodel utilizes an
attention-based hierarchical dual encoder to process the long
body paragraphs common in news articlesefficiently [8].

Headline incongruity detection is also related to the stance
detection problem, which aims at identifying the stance of
specified claims against a reference text. The similarity of
stance detection to our task is that both require a model to
investigate relationships between a short claim and a long
article. The Fake News Challenge 2019 was held to promote
the development of methods for stance detection, and many
of the teams utilized deep learning models (e.g., [9]). The
winning model was an XGBoost [10] model based on hand-
designed features. An unsupervised learning technique was
introduced to detect the stance of users in social media [11].
Most recently, a study proposed a method that detects head-
line incongruity via a semantic matching framework between
the original and synthetically generated headlines [12].
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FIGURE 2. An illustration of the generation process of news articles with incongruent headlines (H: Headline, P: Paragraph).

B. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS FOR TEXT
A graph neural network (GNN) utilizes graph-like struc-
tural information to either explicitly or implicitly represent
data [13]. Several methods can embed network information.
For example, Veličković et al. employed an attention mecha-
nism to aggregate node vectors by learning the importance of
each edge [14]. Palm et al. adopted a recurrent node updating
approach to capture changes in information across time [15].

A GNN embeds relational information in textual data.
Thanks to its unique architecture, such information is prop-
agated into neighboring nodes during the training process.
Hence, GNN models can perform reasoning regarding their
nodes and edges, which is challenging for more standard
architectures such as recurrent neural network (RNN) and
convolutional neural network (CNN) models. For example,
GNNs have excelled at question-answering [16]–[18], rela-
tion extraction [19], and knowledge base completion [20]
tasks.

C. FAKE NEWS DETECTION AND GNNs
The problem of fake news detection has been actively
studied over the past several years. To estimate the truth-
fulness of claims and further enable the detection of fake
news, researchers have relied on resources available on fact-
checking websites such as politifact.com [21]. The Liar
dataset is one representative example of such a resource; it
comprises 12.8 K political statements with veracity labels
on a 6-point scale [22]. That study also showed that a
CNN can achieve a reasonable performance using only
text. A recent study suggested an approach that learns
and constructs discourse-level structures from articles to
detect false claims [23]. The active prevention of fake
news was addressed by detecting early-stage diffusion [24],
a blockchain proof-of-authority protocol [25], and by devel-
oping misinformation reputing measures [26].

Most recently, a handful of studies have proposed using
GNNs to detect fake news. The researchers implemented a
model named Fake Detector that learns the representations of
news articles, creators and subjects simultaneously through a
gated graph neural network [27]. A follow-up study proposed
a hierarchical attention mechanism that learns the importance

of each node and a schema for fake news detection [28]. Yet
another study proposed aggregating information by consid-
ering content characteristics, sharing behaviors, and social
connections through a graph neural network [29].

Based on recent GNN developments, this study presents a
GNN-based model to address the headline incongruity prob-
lem. We will introduce how to define the nodes and how to
learn edge weights for this task.

III. DATA GENERATION
There are two main challenges in detecting incongruities
between headlines and body text: (i) the lack of large training
datasets and (ii) the length of news stories. This section
focuses on the first challenge by presenting a rule-based
approach to generate news articles with incongruity. We will
address the second challenge in the coming section as well.

While previous studies manually annotated the ground
truth [6], [30], it is almost impossible to apply a manual
method to datasets consisting of millions of news articles.
Therefore, we propose an alternative approach that instead
generates news articles with incongruous headlines automat-
ically. This process starts with an extensive collection of real
news stories. For each news article in a randomly chosen
set of ‘‘target’’ news stories that we wish to manipulate,
we replace the body text of each target article with paragraphs
from a different news article, again chosen from the remain-
ing news corpus (which we call a ‘‘sampled’’ article). Here,
the assumption is that the seed target article’s headline and
body text are consistent with regard to the news content.

The seed corpus of real news stories comes from Real-
News [31], which consists of 32,797,763 English news arti-
cles published over multiple years. Following the guidelines
from the Media Bias/Fact Check [32], we consider only
7,127,692 of these news articles written by listed trustworthy
media outlets as the seed corpus, because untrustworthy news
sources may already share incongruent headings. Based on
1,000 of the news articles sampled from the corpus, we man-
ually confirmed that trustworthymedia are unlikely to publish
incongruent headlines.

Figure 2 illustrates the process through which the dataset
of incongruent labels (i.e., ‘‘positive’’ labels) is built. The
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figure shows one selected ‘target’ and one ‘sampled’ news
story. We generate two types of datasets: one where the
‘sample’ news stories are randomly chosen (i.e., Random
dataset) and one in which ‘sample’ news stories are chosen to
contain the similar news stories (i.e., Similar dataset). Then,
paragraphs from the ‘sample’ news stories are mixed into
the ‘target’ news story. The number of swapped paragraphs
is randomly determined and ranges from 1 to the number of
sampled paragraphs, which causes the incongruity difficulty
to vary.

After this process is completed, an equal number of arti-
cles are sampled from the remaining news pool to include
congruent data (i.e., those with a ‘‘negative’’ label). The final
dataset consists of 1,366,025 news articles with a balanced
distribution between incongruity labels, mixing types (i.e.,
Types in the figure) and the number of swapped paragraphs.

Headline similarity is measured by the Euclidean distance
of the fastText embeddings pre-trained on the WikiNews cor-
pus [33]. To avoid selecting sample news stories that are not
incongruent with the target article (e.g., stories reporting the
same event), we filter out news stories published in a similar
period. We apply a maximum threshold for the similarity
measure to control the incongruity difficulty of the generated
dataset. We use an efficient implementation of the similarity
search [34], which consumes approximately 3 hours on a
server equippedwith a 32-core Intel XeonCPU to find similar
articles for more than 2 million target articles.

The data generation methods from the existing work insert
sampled paragraphs into a target article [8], leading to longer
news stories, depicted as Type A and Type B in Figure 2.
However, such a change to the article length can be mis-
takenly learned by the detector as a trivial feature for the
detection task. Therefore, it is crucial to maintain a length
distribution of news stories similar to that of the original
distribution. The existing generation methods also do not
consider textual similarities between the target and sample
articles, resulting in trivial topic differences. Because ordi-
nary news articles cover a single topic, this inconsistency
could induce the machine learning models to focus on body
text patterns rather than on understanding the relationship
between headline and body text. Compared to the previous
approaches (Types A and B), our approach (Types C and D)
can generate news articles with headline incongruities while
preventing the detection models from learning the artifacts
produced by data generation.

The dataset includes labels specifying whether each para-
graph originates from the sampled article; we exploit thee
paragraph labels to dynamically represent news articles as a
graph structure. More details of the final dataset are described
in Table 1. The dataset constructed using random sampling
exhibits a similar data distribution in terms of word counts,
as shown in Table 2. When splitting the dataset into training,
development, and test sets, we ensured that they do not have
an overlapping period with one another to prevent the models
from unintentionally focusing on topical patterns.

TABLE 1. Data characteristics. H and B indicate headline and body text,
respectively.

TABLE 2. Data characteristics of the random dataset. H and B indicate
headline and body text, respectively.

IV. METHODS
Our objective is to detect whether a news headline is incon-
gruent to any subset of body text. Formally, we consider the
detection task as one in which each news article is provided
as a tuple (H ,P), where H is the headline, and P is a set of
paragraphs comprising the body text. Each paragraph pi ∈P
is a sequence of words that may consist of one or more
sentences. Our goal is to determine a binary incongruity label
y. Paragraph-level incongruity labels YP = {y1, . . . , y|P|} are
available as additional supervision during training.

We first review the learning approaches that have been
proposed to detect headline incongruity. We then present
a new graph-based neural network model that embeds the
relationship information between a headline and its corre-
sponding body text.

A. BASELINE APPROACHES
We discuss four prominent baseline approaches.

1) XGBoost
XGBoost, which implements gradient boosted decision trees,
is a well-recognized and fast algorithm for classification
tasks [10]. We adopted XGBoost as a representative baseline
because it was used in the winningmodel for the stance detec-
tion challenge in news headlines [35]. Here, given a news
headline and the text body content, the task was to assign the
news headline’s stance label to one of the following: agree,
disagree, discuss, or unrelated. Using an incongruity label
instead, we implemented the winning model from this chal-
lenge by extracting a feature set consisting of TF-IDF vectors
based on word occurrences. Singular values decomposed
from these vectors indicate word-vector similarities between
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a headline and its corresponding body text.We call this model
XGB.

2) ATTENTIVE HIERARCHICAL DUAL ENCODER
Among the available approaches for the headline incongruity
problem is the attentive hierarchical dual encoder (AHDE),
which has a two-level hierarchy of recurrent neural net-
works [8]. This model utilizes paragraph structure to address
the arbitrarily long sizes of news article. It returns uH and
{u1, · · · ,u|P|}, which correspond to a headline and the para-
graphs of the associated body text. An attention mechanism is
applied to the headline’s hidden states and the paragraphs to
learn the importance of each paragraph and detect incongruity
in its relationship with the headline. This model is the current
state-of-the-art. The vector hB, which is the context vector for
the entire body text, is calculated as follows:

si = vᵀ tanh(WB
u ui +WH

u uH ),

ai = exp(si)/
∑

jexp(sj),

hB =
∑

i ai ui, (1)

where i is the paragraph index. The output probability of the
headline and body being incongruent is computed by

ŷ = σ (hHᵀW hB + b), (2)

whereW and b are trainable weights, and hH is uH .

3) BERT-BASED DUAL ENCODER
BERT is a transformer network that was pretrained for a
masked language model and with a next-sentence predic-
tion objective [36]. The pretrained network provides a fixed-
dimensional representation for each input token by jointly
conditioning the left and right contexts from the previous lay-
ers. We input a headline and its corresponding body text and
retrieve hH and hB by mean-pooling the hidden vectors of the
last layer, respectively.1 The output probability is calculated
by Equation (2). Using the BERT-based model as a backbone,
we train the BDE model while freezing the weights of the
pretrained BERT network due to the lack of computational
resources. We call this model BDE. As another baseline,
we also measure the next-sentence prediction performance of
BERT.

B. PROPOSED APPROACH
The existing approaches compute a similarity score between
the headline and body text, and many of these methods suffer
from performance degradation due to the increased content
complexity that occurs when an article is too long. AHDE,
the state-of-the-art model, utilizes a hierarchical structure
to cope with long news stories and abstract content at the
paragraph level. We also exploit this hierarchical structure

1We take the average of hidden vectors that correspond to valid tokens
(other than special tokens such as [CLS], [SEP], and [PAD]). We utilize the
mean-pool operation instead of using the hidden vector corresponding to the
first special token [CLS] based on the results of comparison experiments
in [37].

by considering the headline and paragraphs as analysis units.
We further utilize graph-based learning to better detect incon-
gruities by learning the importance of each paragraph in an
end-to-end manner. The proposed model is a graph-based
hierarchical dual encoder (GHDE) that computes the head-
line incongruity probability of a news article in four steps,
as illustrated in Figure 3. It first computes a node representa-
tion of each headline and paragraph using a hierarchical RNN
structure. The headline node and each paragraph node are
paired to compute a matching score, which is considered as
an edge weight for those nodes. After the graph is completed
using the previous steps, the graph neural network propagates
information between nodes to examine the article’s incon-
gruity. The final step fuses the updated information from each
node and outputs the incongruity predictions. We describe
this model in more detail in the following section.

1) THE HIERARCHICAL NODE ENCODING STEP
The GHDE constructs an undirected graph G = (V ,E) for
each news article that represents its innate structure, which
is then used to train a graph neural network. V is the set of
nodes comprising the headlines and each paragraph of the
news content. An edge in E is formed between the headline
and each paragraph, resulting in a total of |E| = |P| edges.

A hierarchical dual encoder layer learns the initial node
representation using a two-level hierarchy. To encode a
headline into a fixed-size vector, a gated recurrent unit
(GRU)-based RNN takes word sequences as input. The final
hidden state of the RNN’s hhead corresponds to the head-
line’s representation. For the body text, a GRU-based RNN
learns the word sequence of each paragraph and takes the last
hidden state of the RNN as the representation of each para-
graph: {h1, · · · ,h|P|}. The GRU-based bidirectional RNN
then learns the paragraph representation from the first level
of the RNN and the context-aware paragraph representation
{h̃1, · · · , h̃|P|}.

2) THE EDGE LEARNING STEP
The next step is to learn the edge weights of the input graphG
to prevent detrimental smoothing of the node representation
between the congruent and incongruent paragraphs during
GNN propagation. A bilinear operation with sigmoid non-
linearity σ computes an edge weight ei between the news
headline and the i-th paragraph:

ei = σ (hheadᵀWE h̃i + bE ), (3)

where WE and bE are trainable weights. The use of the
sigmoid function bounds the edge weight to a value between
zero and one; these weights plays a mask role when the
features are aggregated in the GNN. We add supervision to
the edge weights by using the paragraph congruity value of
1 − yi as a label during the cross-entropy loss, where yi
indicates whether a paragraph originates from another article.
This edge-level supervision enables the GHDE to assign
high weights to congruent paragraphs and low weights to
incongruent paragraphs; thus, it helps congruent paragraphs
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FIGURE 3. An overview of the GHDE (graph-based hierarchical dual encoder) model. The first hierarchical node-encoding step computes the initial
hidden representations for the news headline and each paragraph of an article. In the second, edge-learning step, the model computes an edge weight
between each paragraph and the headline. The computed edge weights are used to update hidden representations using the GNN during the feature
propagation step. The final step computes paragraph-level incongruity scores from the updated hidden representations.

propagate more information to the headline node than can the
incongruent paragraphs alone from the propagation step.

The following loss helps in learning weights such that that
the edges of congruent paragraphs are retained, while the
edges of incongruent paragraphs are masked.

Ledge = −
∑
i

(1− yi) log(ei)+ yi log(1− ei). (4)

3) THE FEATURE PROPAGATION STEP
The third step is to propagate the node features into the neigh-
boring nodes through the pre-defined graph structure and the
trainable edge weights from the GNN framework. GHDE
employs an edge-weighted variant of the graph convolutional
network (GCN) aggregation function from [13]:

z(k)i =
∑

j∈N (i)∪ {i}

eij√
d̃id̃j

h(k)j , (5)

where z(k)i is the information propagated to the i-th node
from the corresponding set of neighbor nodes N (i), eij is
the edge weight, and d̃i is the degree of the i-th node in the
augmented graph with self-loops. The edge weights for the
self-loops eii are set to 1. After feature aggregation, a non-
linear transformation is applied to the resulted outputs as
follows:

h(k+1)i = ReLU(W (k)
G z(k)i + b(k)G ), (6)

where W (k)
G andb(k)G are trainable weights. The graph propa-

gation layer is iterated for k times with residual connections.

4) THE INCONGRUITY PREDICTION STEP
The final step predicts the incongruity scores of news articles;
this is equivalent to the graph classification task in GNN.
To fuse the global-level graph representation with the local-
level node representation, GHDE adapts a fusion block as
proposed in [38]. It concatenates the node embedding outputs
from every GNN layer and passes the embedding through a
fully-connected (FC) layer. It then concatenates each node

embedding with the max-pooled and sum-pooled represen-
tations of the node embeddings in G.

The output node embeddings of the fusion layer are passed
through two FC layers to compute the news headline repre-
sentation vhead and paragraph representations {v1, · · · , v|P|}.
At this point, GHDE can determine an incongruity label for
each paragraph in a news article based on a bilinear operation:

ŷi = σ (vheadᵀWBvi + bB), (7)

where σ is the sigmoid nonlinear activation function andWB
and bB are the learnedmodel parameters. The paragraph-level
incongruity scores {ŷ1, · · · , ŷ|P|} are merged to determine the
article-level incongruity score ŷ by taking the maximum of
the paragraph-level scores:

ŷ = max{ŷ1, . . . , ŷ|P|}. (8)

GHDE is trained in an end-to-end manner to minimize the
following loss:

Larticle = CE(ŷ, y)

Ledge =
∑|P|

i=1 CE(ei, 1− yi)

L = Larticle + λLedge (9)

where y is the incongruity label of the input news article, CE
is the cross-entropy loss, and Larticle and Ledge are the loss
for the article incongruity prediction and the edge weight,
respectively. λ is a hyperparameter for adjusting the tradeoff.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. DETECTION ON THE GENERATED DATASET
We conducted classification experiments to compare the
newly proposedGHDEmodel with baselinemethods in terms
of accuracy and the area under the receiver operating charac-
teristic (AUROC) curve.We report the average value of all the
results after running the experiments five times with distinct
seeds.

For AHDE, we employ two single-layer GRUs with
200 hidden units for the word-level RNN and another two
single-layer bidirectional GRUs with 100 hidden units for the
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paragraph-level RNN. For regularization, we apply dropout at
ratios of 0.7 and 0.9 for the word-level RNN and paragraph-
level RNN, respectively. We used the Adam optimizer with
norm gradient clipping at a threshold of 1 [39]. We used
BERTbase for BDE, which includes 12 transformer layers
and 12 attention heads and outputs hidden vectors with
768 dimensions. The model is trained using the AdamW
optimizer with the learning rate set to 0.001.

For GHDE, we utilize a single-layer GRU with 200 hid-
den units to encode a headline and each paragraph of the
corresponding body text, and use a single-layer bidirectional
GRUwith 100 hidden units for the paragraph-level RNN. The
number of GNN layers, K , is set to 3 with 200 hidden units
in each layer. The hidden unit dimensions of the FC layers
applied after feature propagation on the graphs are 200, 200,
and 100, respectively. The model is trained using the Adam
optimizer with a batch size of 120, and gradient clipping
is applied with a threshold of 1.0. We decay the learning
rate every three epochs starting from an initial learning rate
of 0.001 at a decay rate of 0.1. The tradeoff hyperparameter
λ for edge loss is set to 0.1.
For all the models that include an embedding layer, we ini-

tialize the layer using the pre-trained GloVe embedding
matrix [40]. The vocabulary size of the embedding matrix
is determined by the number of words that occur at least
eight times in the training dataset. All the hyperparameters
are optimized on the development set based on more than
twenty trials. The dataset and the implementation details
for the empirical results will be available via a public web
repository.2 For the experiments, we use a computer equipped
with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6850K CPU (3.60 GHz) and a
GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU. The software environments are
Python 3.6 and PyTorch 1.2.0. The total number of trainable
parameters in GHDE is 1,214,702. A single GHDE training
run takes approximately 3 hours and 18 minutes. The result-
ing accuracy and AUROC scores on the validation set were
0.8561 and 0.9326 on the Similar dataset and 0.9560 and
0.9860 on the Random dataset.

Table 3 displays the model performances when applied
to detect headlines incongruencies on two datasets: Similar
(where the target and sampled articles have similar topics)
and Random (where the target and sampled articles are ran-
dom matches with no constraint on the topic of the sampled
article compared to the topic of the target article). Other than
the method for selecting the sampled news articles, the gener-
ation processes for these two datasets are identical. We mea-
sure the performance on each different test set; consequently
a high performance value does not imply the superiority of a
sampling method for detection.

From these results, we make two observations. First,
GHDE achieves the highest accuracies on the Similar and
Random datasets, 0.852 and 0.959, respectively. The next
best algorithm is AHDE, which reaches 0.799 and 0.922,
respectively. Both models embed the hierarchical structures

2The pointer to the repository will be placed here after the review process.

TABLE 3. Experimental results of headline incongruity predictions on two
datasets: Similar and Random. The top scores for each comparison set
are highlighted in bold text.

TABLE 4. Ablation results of the GHDE model with varying levels of
supervision and different graph structures.

of news articles; however, our graph-based neural network
further exploits the news headlines and the unique structures
of body paragraphs. The coherence values between a headline
and a body paragraph and across body paragraphs are learned
as edge weights of the graph-like structure. Second, all four
models exhibit better performances on the Random dataset
than on the Similar dataset. This suggests that identifying
incongruent articles generated by random sampling is easier,
yet it does not answer the question of which type of data better
represents incongruent news articles in the real world.

B. ABLATION EXPERIMENTS
To test the individual components of the GHDE model,
we conducted an ablation study by examining the perfor-
mances of models after removing each model component.
Table 4 shows the ablation results.

In terms of supervision, article-level supervision and
edge loss indicate Larticle and Ledge in Eq. 8, respectively.
Paragraph-level supervision indicates the cross-entropy loss
between the i-th paragraph incongruity label yi and the
paragraph-level incongruity prediction ŷi averaged over all
the paragraphs in an article. Training the model with article-
level supervision alone outperforms the state-of-the-art (i.e.,
AHDE) by an accuracy margin of 0.038 and an AUROCmar-
gin of 0.032. Paragraph-level supervision further improves
the AUROC value, but reduces the accuracy. The model that
combines article-level supervisionwith edge loss achieves the
best performance, which suggests that dynamic edge updat-
ing is a crucial aspect of for detecting headline incongruity
through a graph neural network.

We also investigated the benefit of the graph structure
itself by training a GHDE model with augmentation in which
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TABLE 5. Instruction used for educating annotators in Amazon Mechanical Turk. We further provided the annotators with specific examples, as shown
in Figures 4 and 5.

inter-paragraph edges connect the edges between each pair
of consecutive paragraphs, and fully-connected edges con-
nect all the possible combinations of paragraph pairs. Here,
we utilize paragraph-level supervision for a fair comparison.
The results show that the additional connections between
paragraphs are redundant; adding the inter-paragraph edges
resulted in a negligible performance difference, while adding
the fully-connected edges decreases the performance accu-
racy of 0.005 and the AUROC of 0.006. We suspect that the
additional edges may cause detrimental smoothing effects
between the features corresponding to congruent nodes and
those corresponding to nodes of incongruent paragraphs dur-
ing the feature propagation step, making each node feature
less discriminative.

C. DETECTION ON REAL NEWS ARTICLES
To test whether the trained model can identify incongruous
headlines in the wild, we conducted experiments on Amazon
Mechanical Turk using real articles where the body text was
not manipulated by any generation method. Through iterative
rounds, we asked Turkers to label the following kinds of
incongruity based on the definitions of the literature [5], [7],
[8]: (1) when the headline only partially supports the claims

of themain article, or (2) when the headline does not represent
the body text.

Table 5 shows the instructions given to the annotators in
the crowdsourcing task. We asked the crowd workers to read
the provided news articles carefully and mark their deci-
sions as to whether each article has an incongruent headline.
We provided three types of incongruent headline examples
and one congruent headline example to help the workers
decide.We further asked the workers to classify the incongru-
ent type of each news article. The task included an optional
question so that theworkers could detail the reasoning leading
to their decisions.

The evaluation experiment involves newly gathered news
stories that were not used during the training phase. We gath-
ered 63,271 English news articles from news media outlets
known for their biased political orientations and active use of
clickbait [30], [32]: FoxNews, BuzzFeed, and TheHuffington
Post. In addition to 500 randomly sampled articles, assuming
that an article’s prior probability of being incongruity is
low, we included the top 40 articles in terms of prediction
scores from each of the five models. We assigned at least ten
Turkers to each article to annotate incongruity based on the
three criteria above. We aggregated the responses by majority
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FIGURE 4. Example of an incongruent headline (Type 1: Partial
representation).

FIGURE 5. Example of an incongruent headline (Type 2: Incorrect
representation).

voting and assigned an incongruity classification when an
article received 7 or higher out of 10 votes.

Figure 6 presents the model performances evaluated by the
annotated labels. We account for bias in real-world exper-
iments and report the unweighted accuracy (UA) or each
class’s average accuracy. GHDE trained on the Similar
dataset achieves the best performance, achieving an accuracy

FIGURE 6. Human evaluation results measured on real-world articles.

of 0.760 and an AUROC of 0.784. As was apparent from
Table 3, the Similar dataset is more challenging than the
Random dataset. However, the real-world evaluation results
suggest that the proposed data generation method represents
headline incongruity better, enabling a model to be trained
that can effectively capture headline incongruity problems in
the real world. The models trained on the Random dataset
result in poor performance in the wild: most of the models
achieved UA scores similar to or lower than 0.6. This result
is likely due to the training on the Random dataset, which
may induce the models to learn trivial features of topical
differences.

Compared to the performances measured on the synthetic
test set (see Table 3), the performance values on the real-
world evaluation are slightly lower. This reduction calls for
future studies to develop a more robust detection model and
a more realistic data generation method for the headline
incongruity problem.

VI. DISCUSSION
News headlines are known to play a crucial role in news selec-
tion in online media [41]. According to the Pew Research
Center, most U.S. adults (62%) are unlikely to click and read
a full news story; instead, they prefer to consume news in
aggregated forms via news headlines blurbs [3]. Twitter also
announced that they plan to introduce a new design to urge
users to click a link before retweeting it because many users
do not read the main content [42]. Consequently, when the
short headline text does not accurately represent the main
content, it can mislead and adversely affect the entire news
reading experiences [43]. Therefore, detecting incongruence
between headlines and article bodies is both a timely and
important aspect for minimizing the negative consequences
of potential misinformation.

This paper demonstrated the use of a graph neural network
to solve the headline incongruity problem. We found that
the hierarchical nature of news posts (i.e., composed of a
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single headline and multiple paragraphs that are semanti-
cally closely related) lends itself well to a graph structure.
Therefore, content incongruity can be learned based on low
edge weights between hijacked paragraphs and the headline
and low edge weights with other paragraphs. The real-world
case study confirms that the model is topic-independent (i.e.,
it can be applied to previously unseen topics such as breaking
news).

The solid performances achieved in the crowdsourced
experiments suggest that the data generation method con-
tributes to training models that can detect misleading
news headlines. Nonetheless, through manual annotations,
we observed a few false-positive cases in which a model
misidentified a coherent article containing an incongruent
headline. For example, one article that covered multiple
issues in the main text belonged to this case. According to
the definition of headline incongruity, the model correctly
predicted the label, but such a ‘‘briefing’’ article does not
mislead readers by presenting incorrect information.

Our findings highlight the need for future studies to
improve the data generation method and build a training
dataset that better represents headline incongruity in the wild.
This study did not edit the headline to make it incongruent
with the main content, which is a challenging task even for
humans. In newsrooms, editors are typically responsible for
crafting the headlines of news articles written by reporters.
One could address this challenging task by developing a
generative model that produces an incongruent headline by
inputting pairs of congruent headlines and body text through
a generative neural model [44]. The line of research on con-
trolled generation and text style transfer could be used to gen-
erate synthetic datasets for headline incongruity [45], [46].

A methodology to discover the relational information
among sentences and paragraphs can help in understanding
long news articles. A graph neural network is a reliable choice
for such cases because the graph embedding propagates infor-
mation between nodes (given that a node represents a sen-
tence or a paragraph). Many successful studies have adopted
graph-based models to tackle NLP tasks such as question
answering, document understanding, and other text-related
tasks [16], [47], [48]. These studies propose different graph
topologies for the learning task, where the graph topology
determines the path that allows information to flow between
nodes.

In addition to graph-based neural networks, the headline
incongruity problem could benefit from other approaches.
One such approach would be to use pretrained models such
as BERT, which was compared in this study in rudimentary
form due to its computational load. Future works could fine-
tune the pretrained weights and improve on the transformer
layer. For example, in GHDE, we utilize the hierarchical dual
encoder (HDE) block to embed the node information corre-
sponding to the headline and paragraphs, but it is possible
to use transformer layers instead of an RNN-based block.
Another direction might be to directly encode the entire
text without adopting a hierarchical model architecture. The

previous BERT and its variant models possess limitations
in that they can address a maximum token length of only
512. Using recent technologies such as Transformer-XL [49]
and Longformer [50], it would be possible to overcome this
limitation and explore different ways of computing node
representations.

Furthermore, the proposed GHDE can be applied to
other applications that require content understanding, such
as document summarization, detecting reasoning sentences
for question-answering systems, and possibly understanding
multimodal (i.e., text, image) contents.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the detection of news articles
that feature headline and body text incongruity, which is
an important type of misinformation. Inspired by the hier-
archical nature of news articles, we propose a graph-based
hierarchical dual encoder (GHDE) that facilitates information
flows between headlines and paragraphs to aid in incongruity
detection. The evaluation experiments suggest that the pro-
posed approach successfully identifies such misinformation
with high accuracy. We hope this study contributes to the
construction of more credible online environments for news
consumption.
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